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The Master of Adventure!

Master Higgins is back in his wildest and greatest adventure of all! He leaps into action to defeat an army of guardian animals and monsters that protect the evil wizard, Dark Cloak! Join Master Higgins as he reaches new heights of excitement on his high flying skateboard. Speed through underground caves in a crazy mine car ride! Go from dangerous tropical shores to the belly of a whale - all in search of his final battle with the wicked sorcerer.

- Secret Bonus Rounds restore power and award points to our high jumping hero!
- Terrible traps and gigantic villains await your next move!

Now available for Super NES, the Nintendo Entertainment System and Game Boy!
Feel the Power. Experience the Magic!

For those who choose to brave dark, foreboding dungeons, unravel riddles as ancient as time, and clash with sword and magic against hideous beasts and tactful villains...

Welcome to the land of Varn!

Lead your party of hand-picked adventurers into this enchanted world! From the beast-ridden caverns of the underworld, to the majestic castles of the land, you’ll travel in search of clues to unlock the Secret of the Inner Sanctum!

Beware, brave warriors, for the labyrinths of Varn are heavy with the smell of Doom.

Train your Sorcerers and Clerics in over 96 spells of destruction and defense!

Discover over 250 weapons and items as you venture through the land of Varn!

American Sammy Corporation
2421 205th St, Suite D-104. Torrance, CA 90501
Phone: (310) 520-7167 • GAME TIPS: (310) 520-7362

Sammy

NEW WORLD COMPUTING

Join the Sammy Club!
Catch the hottest game tips and sneak previews NOW! Join the Sammy Club for FREE and be eligible to win the most excellent prizes!

Mail this coupon to:
American Sammy Corporation
2421 205th St, STE D-104 • Torrance, CA 90501

Name: ___________________________ Age: __________

Address: ____________________________

City: ___________________________ State: ______ Zip: ______
CES IS A BLOWOUT SUCCESS!
Many people took advantage of the Summer Consumer Electronics Show being open to the public on Saturday, May 30 and Sunday, May 31 to fulfill their dreams of seeing in a series of demos that showed exactly what this system can do!

NINTENDO DROPS PRICE OF S-NES!
At the show, Nintendo announced that the price of the Super NES would be dropped to a surprisingly low $99. At this price, you will receive the Super NES unit and cables, but one controller and Super Mario World will be missing. Expect Sega to possibly follow suit with price drops on the Sega Genesis.

T.T.I. ON THE BALL
Turbo Technologies had an impressive showing of new Super CD-ROM games like Loom and Prince of Persia. T.T.I. also announced that its new TurboDuo was going on sale October 10, 1992 at a price of $299 and the base TurboGrafx-16 will be going for $69 this fall. The Duo will be packaged with five hot games, and is completely compatible with your existing games!

SEGA POWERS UP!
As expected, Sega pulled out all the stops and debuted a great line-up of titles that included Sonic the Hedgehog 2, B-Bomb, Greendog: the Beached Surfer Dude, Chakan and Batman Returns. In peripheral land, we found Sega's answer to Nintendo's Super Scope 6, The Sega Menacer. This gun comes with six games and three-interlocking modules like a stock and binoculars. Sega also showed off the Sega CD

NEW CHANGES
While reading this supplement, you will notice the addition of technology pages in most of the sections. These are here to give you a quick overview as to what is in the works. For example, Camerica's Aladdin project is very innovative because it will cut the price of NES cartridges nearly in half! Read more on this and other incredible technological advances in the accompanying sections.
While there were a lot of games to choose from, we felt that Vikings, by Interplay, offered a new concept in video gaming. Cute graphics with a hilarious storyline helped Vikings win this award!

**S-NES PRICE DROP ANNOUNCED!**

First and foremost, Nintendo has once again put 16-Bit gaming within everyone's reach! Starting sometime soon, the price of the Super NES will fall to an astonishingly low price of $99! At this price, you will receive the S-NES unit and all cables with only one controller, and no game will be packed in. At this price, the Super NES will be more widespread.

Nintendo had a spectacular lineup of games from its company and licensees! Although there were many games that we have showed you before, many of the great surprises include a new Super Scope 6 game called Battle Clash, Mario Paint, a video paint program that uses a new mouse designed for the S-NES, and a whole slew of Batman titles!

The Super NES CD-ROM was, as expected, nowhere to be found. However, Nintendo did wow everyone with some hot new titles like Super Mario Kart, an innovative racing game similar to F-Zero which stars the Mario characters. Capcom showed Mystical Quest, and Interplay’s two original titles were Claymates and Vikings. Naturally, the Konami booth was bustling with sounds of Batman Returns.

Nintendo may just become king of the 16-Bit machines with the extreme price drops and an upcoming CD-ROM unit!

**GEORGE FOREMAN'S KO BOXING**

Acclaim

Try some boxing at its best with the Champ, George Foreman! Train your boxer and attempt to earn your title by beating the best!

**THE DUEL: TEST DRIVE II**

Accolade

Test Drive has new life on the S-NES! Featuring smooth play control, real scaling and three hot sports cars, Test Drive II is a dream come true!

**UNIVERSAL SOLDIER®**

Accolade

Based off of the Turrican series of games, Universal Soldier puts you in control of a cyborg that has set out to recover its memory from a crime syndicate.

**WARPSPEED**

Accolade

Warpspeed is a first person perspective space combat game. Detailed Mode 7 effects compliment the vector graphics found throughout. Your objective is to seal the black holes!

**ALIENS™ VS. PREDATOR™**

Activision

This fighting game features you playing as a predator in an one-on-one game against aliens! You fight through landscapes looking like the comic book!
MECHWARRIOR
Activision
Create a super tough robot and send it into battle. Engage in combat with your robot and take on all-comers in this fighting free-for-all! Highly detailed graphics and sounds are here.

SPINDIZZY
WORLDS
Astii
Spin through crazy, mixed worlds in a spinning capsule named GERALD. Travel through 32 worlds with four different perspectives!

WIDGET
©
Atlus
Widget is a pint-sized hero that has come to Earth to solve many environmental problems. You control Widget through many fun stages and even access Mega Brain for help!

TOXIC
CRUSADERS™
Bandai
Toxii and the gang are making a 16-Bit debut from Bandai. You must stop Dr. Killemov from polluting Earth by traveling in many tough stages of action.

SUPER BUSTER
BROTHERS
Capcom
Buster Brothers is making an appearance on the S-NES. You control a guy who must pop bubbles from around the world to stop the Ball Demon.

THE MYSTICAL QUEST
STARRING MICKEY MOUSE®
Capcom
Mickey Mouse discovers that Pluto has been kidnapped by Emperor Pete, the ruler of the world! Now Mickey must travel through seven stages like the Dark Forest and Snowy Valley to locate poor Pluto.

GOLDEN FIGHTER
Culture Brain
Golden Fighter is a wrestling game with a new flair to it. There are special moves that each wrestler can perform. There are eight different characters from which you can choose. Play in four different games that include a two player versus tournament where the winner takes all!
SUPER NES TECHNOLOGY

For the first time, the mouse from the world of computers enters the home video game field! Simply plug it into a controller port and you are ready to create! The mouse is very easy to use and is very accurate. Nintendo may also introduce more educational games for use with the mouse.

Create spectacular drawings with the mouse!

Due to the present demand for a joystick controller, Ascii, the people who designed the original NES Advantage, have now developed the Super Advantage! The Left and Right buttons are now conveniently located with the rest of the buttons. Another nice feature is the turbo controls for every button!

SUPER ADVANTAGE by ASCII

CALIFORNIA GAMES II
DTMC

Participate in a number of California's hottest pastimes like body boarding, wind sailing, snow boarding, skate boarding and jet surfing.

BEST OF THE BEST CHAMPIONSHIP KARATE

Electro Brain

Train yourself in the art of martial arts! Pick from a selection of boxers and build their skills through rigorous training in the gym.

THE HUMANS

GameTek

Humans is a game about, what else, humans! You control a simple tribe of humans that must overcome obstacles to reach safety. As you progress through The Humans, your humans will learn new techniques like making fires and inventing the wheel! You control the humans individually and each human can help the other cross gorges, avoid fire and climb rocks. The Humans is a challenge for any strategy fan!

SIMEARTH

FCI

Start out with a barren lump of rock and attempt to create life on it! That is the premise behind SimEarth! Lots of different ways to begin and many variables turn up as the population grows.
SUPER VEGAS DREAM
Hal America
Take another trip to Las Vegas and play five of the hottest casino games like blackjack, video poker, roulette, craps and slot machines.

SUPER SHADOW OF THE BEAST
IGS
The Beast returns on the Super NES! While similar to the other Beast versions, this translation features new puzzles, traps and intricate mazes!

CLAYMATES™
Interplay
Do you remember those clay cartoons on television many years ago? Claymates is a new action game based on it! You play as a lump of clay that can turn into five Claymate characters!

VIKINGS
Interplay
Vikings is the story of three vikings that were zapped aboard an alien spacecraft. Control all three vikings independently, so that all three can reach safety to travel to the next stage!

DEADLY MOVES
Kaneko
This fighting game recreates international boxing at its best! Select from eight completely different characters each with his own super secret, special moves. Plenty of fighting moves with exciting sound effects, detailed backdrops and seasonal changes make Deadly Moves a cool hit!

PHALANX
Kemco
Phalanx is definitely a shooter of a different color. Not only do you get an entire armament of deadly weapons, huge bosses and detailed backgrounds, you also get one of the most action packed shooters available with no slowdown.

BATMAN RETURNS™
Konami
The Caped Crusader has his work cut out for him again! This time he must stop the insidious Cat Woman and the "owl" Penguin. Batman will explore dark sewers, city slums and hideous caverns to finally locate these two crime bosses and save Gotham City once and for all!
SPIDERMAN™ WITH X-MEN™
LJN
The X-Men have teamed up with Spiderman! Choose from many of the tough characters as you set out to stop a madman!

TERMINATOR 2™
LJN
There is a new guy on the block and he means business! Play as the original Terminator and use all of your wits and skills to stop the T-1000 before he can kill John Conner!

SUPER STAR WARS™
Lucasfilm
Play Luke Skywalker in many missions based on the first Star Wars. Great Mode 7 effects include the Sand Speeder and X-Wing Fighter scenes.

BATTLE CLASH™
Nintendo
Enjoy futuristic combat with Battle Clash. Adversaries in the form of robotic tanks are your primary targets in a world ravaged by war. One or two players can attempt to thwart these enemies.

SUPER MARIO KART™
Nintendo
The popular host of Mario characters jump into go-karts for a fun racing game! Two players can race against each other, or play a round of bumper cars!

MARIO PAINT
Nintendo
Mario Paint is a sophisticated painting program utilizing a new S-nes mouse! The mouse is a really simple peripheral to use. Mario Paint even comes with many pictures ready for your own coloring. A really nice feature is the ability to save your handiwork on the built-in battery!

Q*BERT III™
NTVic
NTVic takes the classic theme of Q*Bert to new heights! Not only do you play on simple pyramids, but you also need to change the colors of roman-type pillars, dice and many other crazy things. Watch for Coily, Slick and Sam, but luckily there are plenty of emergency disks laying about.
THE ADDAMS FAMILY™ ANIMATION
Ocean
Get ready for the kookiest action adventure of all time. This version will be based upon an upcoming cartoon series!

COOL WORLD™
Ocean
Escape reality in this exciting and surreal comic book adventure. You play the character of Jack, who has fallen into an animated world! Cartoon graphics set this one apart from the rest!

LETHAL WEAPON 3™
Ocean
You can play as Murtaugh or Riggs in an attempt to rid chaos and mayhem from Los Angeles' streets! Contact Leo for information on where thugs are hiding.

RADIO FLYER™
Ocean
Based off of the movie of the same name, you fly around in a Radio Flyer wagon to escape from your abusive parents. Many obstacles await these small children in this movie translation.

MONOPOLY®
Parker Bros.
You have played the board game, now play the video version. One or two players can compete to own all the lands in this addictive new title. The pieces are even animated as they move!

CLUE®
Parker Bros.
Who dunit? The original mystery game is breathing new life on the S-NES. Explore the mansion in search of clues as to who killed the victim. Many players can join in to solve the murder of the century. Once you complete a mystery, many more await you. Clue is a refreshing change of pace!

MUSYA
Seta
This is Seta's new action title with a martial arts theme for the Super NES. A high level of graphic detail has gone into the backgrounds and characters to give you a realistic ninja fighting game. Pick up power-ups and learn new techniques to fight off the bad guys.
**FALCON**

Spectrum

Holobyte

You say you want a realistic flight simulator for your Super NES? Falcon delivers the most exciting simulator action. Lock your missiles onto enemy fighters and fire away!

---

**SUPERMAN™ Sunsoft**

The man of steel is back thanks to Sunsoft! Superman must locate Lois Lane, who has been kidnapped by that nasty man, Lex Luthor, and return her to safety. It will not be easy because of the Kryptonite missiles that will be fired at you! Save Lois and save the day!

---

**STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION™ Spectrum Holobyte**

Although we showed you Star Trek in the last CES guide, here are more updated pictures of what is sure to be a winner!

---

**FINAL FANTASY: MYSTIC QUEST Square Soft**

The adventures of Cecil return in the latest FF edition. More party members, awesome magic and powerful weapons are the latest additions to FFMC.

---

**KING OF THE MONSTERS Takara**

Originally released for the Neo-Geo, King of the Monsters will be a smash hit for the Super NES as well. Four mighty wrestlers await your control in this fighting free-for-all! One or two players can compete against one or two computer controlled monsters.

---

**BATMAN: RETURN OF THE JOKER™ Sunsoft**

ROTJ for the NES was such a hit, it seemed only logical that Sunsoft would bring out a sequel. Take on the Joker for the final battle in this 16-Bit sequel.

---

**DEATH VALLEY RALLY™ Sunsoft**

Outwit and outfox Wile E. Coyote in Death Valley Rally. You must race against time to reach designated areas, but watch for Wile E. and his nasty traps!
FAMILY DOG™
T*HQ
Family Dog is a new video game based on an upcoming cartoon series. You control the dog on a search through the house to locate hidden items scattered all around.

HOME ALONE 2™
T*HQ
Kevin is lost in New York. Gangs of thugs and crooks are out to stop Kevin from getting back home. He can pick up power-up items like pies and cookies to can jump on his enemies.

REN AND STIMPY™
T*HQ
That demented cartoon duo of Ren and Stimpy are now featured in a crazy, new video game! Control either Ren or Stimpy in the single player mode, or two players can join up to play simultaneously! Your cartoon journey will lead you through various people's houses, cities and even stranger areas!

ROBOSAURUS
T*HQ
Become the destroyer of a bustling town in Robosaurus. He is a robotic creature bent on destroying life. Use your claws to snatch up cars while burning down buildings with eye lasers.

ROCKY & BULLWINKLE™
T*HQ
Boris and Natasha have cooked up a scheme to take over the world. Thus, Rocky and Bullwinkle have teamed up in this hilarious new title.

SUPER NBA BASKETBALL
Tecmo
In the last CES Guide, Super NBA Basketball was very preliminary. Now, Tecmo has nearly finished it and it looks hot! All of the NBA teams are making an appearance for some full court fun! One or two players can compete for the title of champions!

THE BRAINEES
Titus
The Brainees is a puzzle game of a different nature. There are four monsters that have their own colors. Your objective is to get each of the monsters to land on a block of a corresponding color. The only drawback is that you have a certain number of moves and a very strict time limit!
Need we even say it? Sonic the Hedgehog 2 took us by surprise with its incredible animation and exceptional game play. Throw in good graphics with a tough challenge and you have a great game!

Just as we predicted earlier, Sega had a great show with plenty of new titles. Summer CES proved to be the time for Sega to strut its stuff. Plenty of new games were out on display for everyone to look at.

Included in the batch of Sega games were titles such as the long awaited sequel, Sonic The Hedgehog 2, the movie to game conversion of Batman Returns, Chakan: The Forever Man and Streets of Rage 2 just to name a few.

Sega also had an awesome display of the Sega CD (not Mega CD), which was showing some incredible animations and footage from future CD games.

Of the third party licensees, Arena had many a treat for Genesis owners such as the football conversion of Super High Impact and Terminator 2: The Arcade Game. Taito showed their conversion of Hit the Ice and Electronic Arts pitched in with their Tony La Russa Baseball.

This was a significant improvement over the Winter CES for Sega overall. The games were showing quite a bit more potential and the clincher was the appearance of the Sega CD. The moves made by Sega in the next few months are critical, as the Christmas season is on its way and the systems bring out their best to compete against one another. We'll have to see what happens.
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 2 for GENESIS

Sega

EGM is the first magazine to bring you these awesome pix of the long-awaited sequel to Sonic the Hedgehog. The game is in the very early stages of development, but it looks hot already. The same basic elements that made the first cart a hit have been revamped and refined. The game play is smoother and there are plenty of new techniques to master. Springboards will launch Sonic into the air and strategically placed rebound boards will send him back to the ground. There are a vast number of new loops and effects. Believe it or not, this version is even faster than the original! The most significant addition to this great cart is the introduction of Sonic's sidekick Twotails. His younger companion idolizes him and tries to mimic his every move. Twotails can be used during game play to help Sonic get through difficult situations and adds a new dimension to the game play. Throw in fantastic split-screen two-player simultaneous action and over 35 levels and Sega's got another winner.

As you can see, most of the classic Sonic look has been retained, only more intense.

One of the new twists in this cart is the special ribbon loop. Don't stop running!

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 2 for GAME GEAR

Sega

Sonic is also back for his second adventure on the Game Gear. Now you can bring high-speed action with you wherever you go. Get ready for more of the action that you expect from a Sonic game. There are more animal friends to rescue and more rings to collect than ever. There are loops and springboards all over the place. Sonic also has plenty of other adventures in store for him. Some of the levels have you hang gliding, railcart riding and racing through underground tunnels. Sonic 2 offers faster game play than before and more detailed graphics. It is one of the hottest games we saw at CES for the Game Gear, or for any portable for that matter!

This cart should be available around the Christmas buying season of the year.

With it's lightning fast gameplay and detailed graphics, Sonic 2 was one of the best portable games at the show.
THE MENACER

Sega

Here is the big summer CES surprise from Sega! Now, Sega has its light gun out to challenge the Super NES Super Scope 6! First of all, it has incredible pinpoint accuracy from the gun to the monitor. There is also a binocular viewing sight and a sturdy stock for increased aiming performance! Think this is a great gun? Well, there is also a six-in-one cartridge included in the package. At the present time, only four of the games are completed. As you can see, these carts look hot! You can blast tomatoes from Toe Jam & Earl, be in the heat of battle in Frontline, defend your base in Space Station Defender, or shine a flashlight and take out the bugs in Pest Control.

ENVIRONMENTAL DETECTIVE

A new twist on the typical, run-of-the-mill action-adventure cart, the Environmental Detective is a new game being developed by a leading group of European programmers who want to combine good gameplay with educational overtones. Cast in the lead role of the Ozone Kid (or O.K. for short), you must travel the planet, gathering trash and saving animals within a colorfully animated horizontal world. The progress you make in each of the game's multiple levels of play not only cools the rising temperatures of the world (we're talking major greenhouse effect here), but also makes each round a much nicer place to live! Not yet secured by a U.S. publisher, the interesting blend of action and education should help the Environmental Detective find a home stateside very soon.
**Predator 2nd**

Crime is on the rise and the Predators have returned. They are collecting trophies and just killing for a challenge. You must stop this menace from taking over the city in this challenging shooter.

**Terminator™ 2: Judgement Day...The Arcade Game Arena**

From the arcade right to your home, T2 packs all of the first person perspective shooting action you can handle!

**Captain America™**

Data East

The arcade game of heroes is coming home. Join your heroes for this action, fighting adventure in which you must save the planet from the evil Red Skull.

**Tony La Russa Baseball**

Electronic Arts

Here is a baseball simulation that will thrill you! Endorsed by Tony La Russa, this hard hitter is sure to be a winner for every baseball fan.

**NHLPA Hockey '93**

Electronic Arts

The big league boys have come to play on your Genesis. With real players and signature moves, this cart proves to be hot! Look for tough computer opponents.

**Krusty's Super Fun House**

Flying Edge

The rats have taken over the fun house, and Krusty has set out to eliminate them. With Bart, Sideshow Mel and others, you can get rid of the rodents by leading them into various traps set up by your allies.

**Super Smash T.V.**

Flying Edge

You are the next contestant in the game show of the future. Set in multiple arenas, Super Smash T.V. will test your shooting skills on club wielding goons (that surround you on all sides), tanks, gunmen and huge bosses that take multiple hits to destroy.
HUMANS
Gametek
What are Humans doing in a video game? Survive in a cruel world where everyone is against you, except the local tribesmen. Work as a team to survive the dangers of life.

CHESTER CHEETAH
Kaneko
Play as Chester Cheetah and collect paws in several levels of mayhem and mischief! Jump, run and crawl to make your way through treacherous lands.

GODS
Mindscape
Enjoy the only game to adjust itself to your skill level! Explore the underworlds of labyrinths, cities and temples as you attack and strive for immortality. Beasts and bosses await!

BATMAN RETURNS™
Sega
The Penguin is up to his dirty deeds once more as Gotham City is turned against Batman. Get in Penguin's lair and defeat him to win over Gotham again.

B-BOMB
Sega
A bulldog, pig and cow are stars of this game, and you must use them to stop aliens by B-Bombing them! Fly through the depths of space to locate power-ups. Great space action is your here.

BIOHAZARD BATTLE
Sega
Choose from four different insect ships to combine them with multiple power-ups, and you have an awesome shooter. Collect an extra unit that will shoot in multiple directions. Face barrages of bullets from an assortment of incredible enemies that stretch across the screen!

CHAKAN: THE FOREVER MAN
Sega
Challenge the supernatural evils with multiple weapons, psychic visions and magical doorways to help you out. Slash at evil beings with your two swords, or use your mighty axe. Defeat all evil, so you can die in peace.
GREENDOG
Sega
You are a surfer who has lost his ability to surf because of a curse. To regain your abilities, you must find the treasure of the Aztecs by using your boomerang and jumping abilities.

HOME ALONE™
Sega
Kevin needs to save the neighborhood, and he also needs your help! This side scroller with overhead views packs action and thrills! Harry and Marv are here to help too.

STREETS OF RAGE 2
Sega
More enemies, more weapons and more 16-Meg fighting action! In this two player game, you can choose from four different players with their own cool moves!

TALESPIN®
Sega
Baloo sets out with Kit to adventure around the world in a flying contest, but Don Karnage has different plans for them. Cartoony graphics and great game play compliment this great cart.

YOUNG™ INDIANA JONES
Sega
Young Indy must stop an international spy ring. Action awaits as you use your whip to defeat enemies and latch onto certain objects. Be the hero to all.

HIT THE ICE
Taito
Strap on your skates and get ready for a game with the hardest hitting hockey teams you have ever seen! Just like the arcade original, these teams will give the most powerful checks and slapshots you have ever seen. Score high with these, the toughest teams ever to hit the ice!

COMING SOON TO A GENESIS OR SEGA CD NEAR YOU:
BREACH - Treco
CLUE - Parker Bros.
DEADLY MOVES - Kaneko
EX-MUTANTS - Sage's Creation
THE FLINTSTONES - Taito
PIT FIGHTER 2 - Tengen
THE TERMINATOR - Virgin
THE THIRD WORLD WAR - Bignet
BLACK HOLE ASSAULT
Bignet
Play as a tough robot while you travel through the Solar System to save the Earth from an alien invasion. Sega CD technology really shines through here!

HEAVY NOVA 2
Bignet
You are a robot fighter who is programmed for special attack moves. Go one on one with metallic masters of wrestling moves! Take them on with CD quality music playing while you fight.

MONKEY ISLAND
JVC
Experience the thrill of adventure as you play Guybrush Threepwood in a quest to be a pirate! Direct the actions of the pirate wannabe in this wonder!

WOLFCHILD
JVC
A machine was invented that has turned you, a normal human, into a wolf! Use your new found powers as man and beast to cross metallic landscapes and lush forests to reach your goal!

BATMAN RETURNS™
Sega
Incredible driving sequences compliment the new Batman game! CD-ROM reaches new heights with the incredible graphics and great sounding music!

CHAKAN: THE FOREVER MAN
Sega
Multiple weapons can be switched any time in this duel against ghouls. To rest in peace, Chakan must defeat evil, or he will stay condemned forever! Wield your swords or mighty axe to defeat evil wherever it may be!

COOL WORLD™
Sega
A cartoonist named Jack, fell into the wacky cartoon world that he created. You play the role of Jack and you must utilize your cartoons in this fabulous world. Escape the real world and travel through your own animated cartoons.
DOLPHIN
Sega
You are a dolphin that must swim fast and jump high out of the water to avoid rocks and obstacles that block your way. The animation will amaze you with its realistic movement.

JOE MONTANA FOOTBALL
Sega
With the new CD technology, football never looked or sounded better! Realistic plays take place as you throw and catch amazing passes to win the game!

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG
Sega
That's right! The speedy hedgehog you all have come to know and love is making his way onto CD-ROM. With him is Dr. Robotnik and his minions of mayhem!

ULTIMA UNDERWORLD
Sega
Adventure through the smoothest moving dungeon you have ever seen! See creatures above and look at objects near your feet. This is real role playing and action combined! Talk with many characters that may aid or hinder you in your journeys.

WING COMMANDER
Sega
Be a starfighter pilot on multiple missions as you dogfight against Kllrath enemies. Enjoy intense graphics and realistic sound for the thrill of your life!

THE ADVENTURES OF WILLY BEAMISH
Sierra
The world of Willy Beamish is wild and wacky! You play a kid who has to deal with his bratty sister, as well as his yuppie mom, dorky dad and spooky grandfather. Deal with various decisions to be made, and choose wisely.

KINGS QUEST V
Sierra
Embark on the long journey into the dark forest as you strive to rescue the royal family. Along the way, you will encounter people, adversaries and clues that will help you complete your mission. The quest is long, but the rewards are great! Incredible graphics will thrill you!
LEISURE SUIT
LARRY 1
Sierra
Larry is a middle aged man who surely does not act his age! He is out to pick up the babes at the local bar and be the party animal of the "singles scene."

POLICE
QUEST 3
Sierra
This is real police action! You play a cop that must go on assignment to realistic cases. Experience accidents, murders and hard to crack cases.

SPACE
QUEST IV
Sierra
Travel through time with Roger Wilco and the Time Rippers in this hilarious space adventure with awesome cinematic action and an intriguing plot. Animated cinema characters will make you laugh. This is a breakthrough in technology and adventure!

R.B.I. BASEBALL 4
Tengen
Hear the crack of the bat in this realistic baseball game that really hits home! Keep a record of your stats and choose players that cater to your needs as a player. CD-ROM technology is a must in this one, as you will experience a very realistic baseball game!

OUT OF THIS WORLD
Virgin
As an experiment goes haywire, you have been transported to another world. You must use your intellect to overcome obstacles, outwit aliens and escape treacherous fates. Discover an alien friend who will help you get through your adventure. Collect a gun and use its three power-up stages to get you past certain situations. A password option will let you continue from where you left off. Realistic animation and lifelike sounds set the mood for this action/adventure for the 90's. Amazing cinema displays show CD power!

STELLAR 7
Sierra
 Encounter over 20 different enemies in this first person perspective battle. Seven planets have waged war and you are right in the middle. You will be playing the role of a commander of the Raven, a space age tank that has multiple weapons. Take out ships as they appear in this first person perspective game.

HOOK
Sony
You play the role of Peter Pan trying to rescue your children from the evil Hook. However, you must regain the knowledge of your past as the Pan to attain the needed powers to rescue your children. Special CD-ROM sequences make this game a thriller in many ways, including the movie-like music!
The most innovative product for the NES that we saw was the Aladdin System from Camerica. This unit could change the way we purchase video games.

While the Genesis, Super Nintendo and TurboGrafx-16 had impressive displays of the latest games, the NES did not have much to show. Maybe it is because of age, but the old workhorse is definitely showing signs of aging against its 16-Bit counterparts. However, there were some games that we thought we should highlight and you can read all about them in the following pages.

The NES was always a system known for peripherals. When Camerica introduced its Game Genie a while ago, people discovered that they could have more fun with their old NES games. Camerica is at it again with a Game Genie for the most popular hand-held of them all. The Game-Boy gets a breath of fresh air thanks to this new machine. You can read more about it in the next couple of pages.

By far, the best thing to come along in a long time happened by rubbing a lamp. The Aladdin System is a whole new way to create NES titles. The reason many new NES carts are so expensive is because of the big buck MMC chips thrown in. The Aladdin has these chips built in so program- mers need only worry about the basic program chips on the main cart. This procedure could slash game prices nearly in half!

BARTMAN MEETS RADIOACTIVE MAN

Acclaim
Bart is back in his elusive Bartman outfit! This time, he (you) must defeat a whole new horde of enemies that must be stopped by your handy arsenal!

CRASH DUMMIES

Acclaim
Slick and Spin zoom around through mazes of garages and roads. Here's a game the whole family can enjoy. Be sure to buckle up for this one!

GEORGE FORMAN KO BOXING

Acclaim
Get in the ring as the "cheese-burger king" when you fight through the world's meanest contenders. Help George be number one again!

KRUSTY'S FUN HOUSE

Acclaim
Rodent rampage is going on in the Fun House! Krusty needs all your help to get rid of the little buggers, and you should hurry because the show must go on!

WWF STEELCAGE CHALLENGE

Acclaim
All of your favorites are in the ring for the WWF steel cage challenge. Throw your opponent out of the ring and into the steelbars! Its fun.
CRASH 'N THE BOYS STREET CHALLENGE
American Technos
Clean the streets with Crash and the Boys. Get down and dirty while you fight your way to the big boss at the end.

BIG NOSE FREAKS OUT
Camerica
You're a prehistoric dude named Big Nose and you ride the first skateboard through tunnels and hills fighting off prehistoric reptiles and other nasties!

METAL MAN
Camerica
As the futuristic super-hero Metal Man, you must bash and blast in the brains of all who oppose you. Interesting gameplay adds a new twist to the old shooter theme.

QUATTRO ARCADE
Camerica
Choose between four great games to test your skill and coordination. Choose from C.J., stunt buggies, F-16 renegade and Go! Dizzy Go!

JOE & MAC
Data East
Everyone's favorite cave dudes are at it again in this new adventure for the 8-Bit. Colorful graphics will bring the action of the 16-Bit to the NES with plenty of prehysterical surprises.

ROLLER BLADE RACER
Hi - Tech Expressions
Come and embark on a rolling escapade that pits man (and woman) against man. Race through the streets and sidewalks to avoid obstacles like cracks, trash cans and more. How far can you get before you are on your back looking at birdies?!

TOXIC CRUSADER
Bandai
The super hero Toxic Crusader jumps from the pages of your favorite comic book onto your television set. Use your mop as a weapon, as well as a handy tool for survival. Fight massive amounts of bad guys and help keep the world environmentally clean from corruption.
GAMEBOY GAME GENIE

Due to popular demand, Camerica is introducing a Game Genie for use with the portable GameBoy! Simply insert a cartridge into the unit, plug it into the GameBoy and you are all set. The passwords are entered with the keypad.

A codebook will be released on the same schedule as the NES version. Thus, dig that GameBoy out of your drawer and breathe some new life into portable video gaming!

THE ALADDIN SYSTEM

Camerica is on the verge of a video breakthrough with the Aladdin System. What it consists of is a master cart that stays in your NES containing all of the MMC chips needed for top games! The games themselves are on thin cards that contain only the program chips. What this system allows programmers to do is cut the cost of producing games because the expensive chips are in the Master Unit.

Let us hope that the big 'N' gives Camerica the go-ahead with the Aladdin.

TINY TOON CARTOON WORKSHOP
Konami

Have you ever wanted to make your own cartoons, but you did not want to draw a million little pictures? Well, Konami has the deal for you. Make them walk, talk and generally alive here.

THE JETSONS COGSWELL'S CAPER
Taito

Get ready to blast into space with George Jetson. Cogswell has violated the rights of the aliens by setting up a mining operation and making loads of money. George needs to gather objects to stop him.

ZEN INTERGALACTIC NINJA
Konami

Use all your ninja powers to conquer the elements of evil and protect the world from environmental terrorism.

KONAMI GRAND PRIX
Konami

Race your high tech speedster on the best tracks the world has to offer. With a little luck and a lot of skill you just might find yourself in the winner's circle!
Fantasy Star Soldier gets the vote as one of the most intriguing new shooter we have seen. Based off of Super Star Soldier, the sprites have been replaced with comical characters.

Turbo Technologies had plenty of surprises in store for us. To begin, T.T.I. is going to be introducing the TurboDuo on October 10, 1992 at a suggested retail price of $299! At this price, you receive five games, Y's Books I & II on a CD, Dungeon Explorer on a chip, and Bonk's Revenge, and the incredible Gate of Thunder...all on one disc! The base TurboGrafx went down in price to a very competitive $69 dollars, as well.

Turbo Tech. had a pretty impressive set-up at its booth. Many games were on display that were totally original in idea and game play. Spring Ninja was a very unique concept in an action-shooter combo. Bonk was bigger than life in his latest addition with the tentative title of Bonk 3. Bonk could grow to nearly half the size of the screen and could shrink to just a few pixels high. Time Cruise was a pinball game with tons of secret areas to locate for big points.

One thing immediately noticeable was the shortage of TurboChip games. Let us hope T.T.I. does not dump the cards completely, in favor of the CDs. Many devoted TurboExpress owners would be left with a useless item.

T.T.I. may just get back on its feet due to the large selection of upcoming games we have seen.
SOLDIER BLADE
Hudson
Soft/T.T.I.
Prepare yourself for a high-tech shooting adventure with more exciting stages, power-ups, weaponry and more enemies than ever before in this super intense sequel.

GHOST MANOR
Kon/T.T.I.
Here is high powered action adventure where you must explore a ghostly subterranean labyrinth full of ghosts and monsters. Seek and destroy the head ghost to save your town.

LEGEND OF HERO TONMA
Irem/T.T.I.
This is an action game with seven stages to conquer while using a combination of magical abilities and physical attacks with swords and maces.

TWINBEE
Konami/T.T.I.
Twinbee is a comical and colorful shooting game featuring two player simultaneous control. A wide variety of power-ups and attacking ships make up the majority of this shooter!

SYUBIBINMAN 2
NCS/T.T.I.
Here is an action game with an exciting storyline, impressive music, and unique sound effects. Two players can cooperate and even combine their special effects to destroy any creatures.

MAGICAL CHASE
Palsoft/T.T.I.
Magical Chase was probably one of the most entertaining games for Turbo at the show. It takes place in a Magical World and it stars a little witch on a broom. You must obtain the star-shaped satellite and venture across the colorful landscapes while collecting money.

HIT THE ICE
Taito/T.T.I.
Strap on your blades and get set for some hard hitting hockey action! Hit the Ice is the name and beating each other up is the game. You see, there are no penalties for checking. High stick opponents, punch them in the teeth and set the blood spilling in this action packed sports title.
**GENOCIDE**

Brain
Grey/T.T.I.

This super action game features a player taking control of a robot in a battle to the death. Use all kinds of special attacks and super strength to wipe out attacking robot fighters.

**RAYXANBER III**

Data
West/T.T.I.

This shooter offers a high degree of detail, like some tough weapon combinations. A unique feature that blasts you away from oncoming attacks sets this shooter apart from the rest.

**DRAGON SLAYER**

Hudson
Soft/T.T.I.

Dragon Slayer is a new top view RPG. Talk to villagers to learn information while defeating monsters for experience. Set the game on auto-battle to quickly gain experience.

**DUNGEON EXPLORER II**

Hudson
Soft/T.T.I.

Here is an exciting action role playing adventure where up to five players are to assume a character in an attempt to defeat the evil King Blade.

**FANTASY STAR SOLDIER**

Hudson
Soft/T.T.I.

Fantasy Star Soldier features familiar characters from the Super Star Soldier series. However, this one is set in a fantasy realm where strange things are afoot.

**FAR EAST OF EDEN II**

Hudson Soft/T.T.I.

A huge hit overseas, Far East of Eden II is a hot CD that takes up two CDs and is an incredible 580-Meg! Very fluid animation is just one feature of this super long role playing adventure! Travel through futuristic lands and fight off hordes of potential beasts to complete your quest!

**POPULOUS**

Hudson Soft/T.T.I.

You are the supreme being in control of the world. Your decisions and planning will ultimately decide the fate of your struggling planet. Fight off demons that would love to corrupt your thriving civilization. The CD soundtrack is superb and the graphics are top notch!
SNEAK PEEK AT NEC'S 32-BIT SUPER SYSTEM!!

While everyone else was off searching for the latest games, the Editors of EGM went in search of new technology. Behind closed doors was a highly secretive 32-Bit system developed by NEC!

This new system employs many features needed on a home system like scaling and rotation, but this new unit also allows graphic blending to create a totally new object!

There is no guess as to when NEC will bring this system to the market, but they have definitely added fuel to the video gaming fire!

Advanced scaling and rotation features will, of course, be found as standard equipment in the new 32-Bit machine!

TURBODUO TO APPLE COMPUTER ADAPTOR!

Showcased at the T.T.I. booth was another innovative product that allows the use of a TurboDuo to be compatible with the Macintosh family of computers. All that is required are a few cables and some new pack-in software.

RIOT CITY
Hudson Soft/T.T.I.
This action title features street fighters saving the city from thugs. Plenty of fighting moves will please any enthusiast! You and a friend can attempt to calm the Riot City.

"UNTITLED"
Hudson Soft/T.T.I.
"Untitled" looks to be one of the best Super CD shooters to date! Endless onslights of enemy fighters attack with everything they've got. This is a real treat!

SIMEARTH
Hudson Soft/T.T.I.
Would you like to create an entire planet? You control which lifeforms appear and watch as your planet grows from a lifeless ball to a bustling land.
DISCIS BOOKS
Discis / T.T.I.
First in a series of entertaining educational books for kids, this is for children of all ages to help them learn proper pronunciation in two languages while enjoying a great story at the same time.

BUSTER BROS.
Hudson Soft / T.T.I.
Buster Bros. is a popular arcade shooter where you must pop bubbles to save the world from the Ball Demon. Buster Bros. has spectacular backgrounds and soothing music.

SPRIGGAN
Naxat / T.T.I.
Spriggan is a spiritual fighter who uses magical power to fight enemies. Pick up plenty of power-ups because the bosses are a real challenge! If you like shooters, then Spriggan is for you.

DOWNLOAD 2
NEC Ave./ T.T.I.
A menacing electronic brain is threatening to take over Earth and you must stop it. You have been given a powerful fighter with tons of weaponry to seek out the brain and destroy it!

SPASH LAKE
NEC Ave./ T.T.I.
You play a little duck on a bridge and your objective is to peck out the bridge to let enemies fall into the water and drown. Cute cartoon graphics and a fun game idea make this a plus.

LORDS OF THE RISING SUN
Victor Musical / T.T.I.
It's a very action packed military simulation where you must ultimately decide the best way to overtake an advancing enemy armada. Pick a strategy and watch the action unfold in a series of cinema displays. You must also take over your opponent's lands to be victorious.

SOON TO BE ARRIVING ON A TURBOGRAFX OR TURBOGRAFX CD-ROM NEAR YOU:

MACROSS - Hudson Soft.
HUMAN SPORTS FESTIVAL - Human
BABY JO - Loricel
TERRAFORMING - Right Stuff
ORDER OF THE GRIFFIN - S.S.I.
CHASE HQ and SUPER DARIUS - Taito
PSYCHIC STORM - Telenet
BECOME A VIDEO GAME V.I.P.!!!

Each big full-color issue of ELECTRONIC GAMING MONTHLY is packed with exclusive information on new gaming developments, insider gossip, previews of upcoming titles and cart reviews you can trust!

EGM is also loaded with special pull-out strategy guides to your favorite games, trading cards, as well as super secrets and maps, guaranteed to send your scores soaring, that you won't find anywhere else!

You get all this action and more in full color throughout! Be the first to get EGM each month by ordering your subscription today!

SUBSCRIBE TO EGM TODAY!!!

THE BIGGEST AND BEST VIDEO GAME MAG GIVES YOU ALL THIS AND MORE!

- FIRST NEWS OF HOT GAMES!
- SPECIAL STRATEGY GUIDES!
- COLLECTOR CARDS!
- INCREDIBLE CONTESTS!
- MULTI-PERSON REVIEWS!

DO I WANT TO BE A VIDEO V.I.P.! START SENDING EGM NOW!

Get 12 issues of EGM for only $23.95! Send payment to:
EGM, P.O. Box 7524, Red Oak, IA 51591-0524

ACT NOW and receive the 1992 Video Game Buyer's Guide FREE (while supplies last)*
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Don’t Laugh-He’s Probably Related to You!

Long before there was a Bedrock, there was a Chuck Rock.

But Chuck Rock hasn’t been the same since his long-time rival in love, the evil Gary Gritter, kidnapped his wife, the luscious Ophelia.

Kick, throw rocks and belly-butt your way through a variety of comical zones featuring over 500 exciting screens of gameplay as you help Chuck in his quest to rescue Ophelia from the evil Gary Gritter.

In addition to using good old-fashioned brute force on a host of stone-age critters, you’ll have to use a little CroMagnon grey matter to solve puzzles as you weave your way through five challenging levels including a scary cave, an Ice Age, a hazardous water world and even a dinosaur graveyard.

For pricing and orders, please call 800-VRG-IND. Visa, Mastercard, American Express and checks accepted.
OCP is sending in Rehab Officers to clear the streets of Old Detroit, making way for the construction of Delta City. When ROBOCOP sees helpless families forced out of their homes as the bulldozers move in, he joins the resistance movement to battle the Rehabs!

Armed with a new multi-weapon arm attachment containing a large-bore cannon and a smart bomb, plus a gyropack for airborne assault capability, ROBOCOP faces a battalion of ED-209's, tanks, heavy artillery and a new adversary, OTONO. The odds seem impossible, but remember—you're ROBOCOP!